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Vision localization system for mobile robot

with velocities and acceleration estimator
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Abstract. The paper presents a localization system for a mobile robot using the vision system and LED markers and considers the problem

of velocity and acceleration estimation in the case of planar motions. Theoretical considerations include the principle of measurement and the

details of Kalman estimator with illustrations based on experimental setup. The presented measurement system can be used for a realization

of advanced control algorithms for skid-steering mobile robots where significant slippage phenomenon appears.
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1. Introduction

A localization of mobile robots, namely the determination of

their current position and orientation in a configuration space,

becomes a fundamental problem to be solved for the proper

realization of control and navigation tasks [1, 2]. Consider-

ing different localization approaches one can distinguish rela-

tive and absolute solutions. The relative methods, such as the

odometry or inertial localization, are based on onboard sen-

sors including shaft-encoders, accelerometers or gyros which

measure internal state of the robot and are not directly influ-

enced by an environment [3]. Thus, the current configuration

has to be estimated using integration methods that makes the

results to be relative and prone to parameter and structural un-

certainties. Otherwise, one can use absolute localization tech-

niques such as triangulation, vision processing, etc., which use

exterior sensors interacting with an environment (i.e. laser and

ultrasonic rangefinders, radio devices, cameras, etc.) [4, 5].

However, absolute methods may provide less accurate results

affected by significant delay due to sensor limitations or high

computational costs. Therefore, one can consider a combina-

tion of the above methods as a good solutions [6].

The requirements of high accuracy and low-time delay

with respect to the localization systems become critical when

they are used in the control feedback. In particular, an ad-

vanced control algorithms designed for underactuated mobile

robots in order to realize basic motion tasks (i.e. regulation,

path following and trajectory tracking) impose high demands

on a sensor system [7]. This issue is reported, for example, by

Dixon et al. [8] concerning a vision system which can signif-

icantly limit the overall control performance. Moreover, con-

sidering robots dynamics usually one has to measure or esti-

mate velocities or even accelerations of the robot. For wheeled

robots this issue is especially crucial in the case, when signif-

icant skid-slip phenomenon appears between the wheels and

the surface on which they move [9]. Then determining of the

robot velocity based only on simple geometric relationships

is no longer possible. Instead of that one can use onboard

sensors set for velocity measurements in the local coordinate

system, or use exterior measurement system to estimate ve-

locity and acceleration in the global coordinate system.

In this paper it is shown that the localization based on

a vision system may satisfy high accuracy and low time-delay

requirements. Using Kalman filter it is possible to obtain ve-

locities and accelerations without any additional set of sensors

with quality sufficient for advanced control algorithms real-

ization. In comparison to previous works [7, 10] where analog

PAL camera is used, the performance of the proposed vision

localization system is significantly improved. It is achieved

using the hardware based on a digital camera with the pro-

gressive scan CCD sensor working with frequency up to 64

frames per second. The accuracy improvement is assured us-

ing a new image processing algorithm which gives possibility

to dramatically increase measurement resolution (even by two

order of magnitude with comparison with the classical meth-

ods). According to the best authors’ knowledge the overall

system is a new solution and a similar localization system so

far has never been addressed in the automation and robotics

literature.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 the proposed

vision localization system is presented. The description in-

cludes design assumptions, the system structure, principle of

image acquisition and processing based on a new convolution-

like algorithm. The principle of position and orientation mea-

surement using a marker along with error analysis are dis-

cussed. Third Sec. is devoted to the observer design based

on the Kalman filter. The next Sec. describes experimental

results. To show an effectiveness of velocity estimation an

application of slip compensation with respect to the skid-

steering robot is shown. Last Sec. is devoted to the concluding

remarks.

2. Localization system

2.1. Preliminary design assumptions. A localization system

considered here is designed in order to determine the config-
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uration of robot’s body in a case of planar motion. Assume

that the configuration of the robot moving on a plane (see

Fig. 1) is described as follows

q = [θ pT ]T ∈ S1 × Qp, (1)

where Qp ⊂ R2, angle θ denotes orientation of the local coor-

dinate frame xlyl with respect to the inertial coordinate frame

XgYg and p = [X Y ]T ∈ Qp determines the origin of the

local frame. It is assumed that the designed measurement sys-

tem should provide velocities and accelerations expressed in

the local coordinate frame. In order to meet this assumption

the following velocity transformation is applied

q̇ = Θ (θ)v, (2)

where Θ (θ) =
[

1 0

0 R(θ)

]
, and R (θ) ∈ SO(2) is a rotation

matrix and vector v = [ω vx vy]
T ∈ R3 describes angular

velocity and linear velocity components given in the local

coordinate frame.

Fig. 1. Free body kinematics for unconstrained plane motion

It is supposed that the output of the measurement system

is represented by the 9-element vector of selected quantities

y =
[
qT vT aT

]T

∈ S1 × Qp × R6, (3)

with acceleration vector a = v̇.

2.2. General description of localization system structure.

The localization system shown in Fig. 2 consists of a camera,

a marker, PC computer with an image acquisition card and

dedicated application. The camera is fixed above the scene sur-

face at 3 m and gives possibility to observe rectangle area with

dimensions 2.2×1.6 m where the marker with LED diodes is

placed. The position and orientation of the marker is calculat-

ed based on the diodes image. The VISTEK SVS 084MSCL

digital black and white camera combined with the PENTAX

H612A (focal length 6 mm) lens is used. It is based on the

progressive scan 1/3′′ CCD sensor with effective resolution

658×494 pixels and maximum image acquisition frequency

64 frames per second. Image acquisition from the camera to

PC computer memory is performed by the Euresys GrabLink

Value PCI framegrabber card. The camera is connected to the

acquisition card via the digital interface CameraLink.

Fig. 2. Structure of the vision localization system

The marker consists of a plate with three LED diodes

which constitute rectangular isosceles triangle. In order to

improve robustness of the vision system to external non sta-

tionary lighting conditions, high brightness LED diodes are

used. Moreover, it gives possibility to significantly shorten ex-

posure time of the camera in order to remove additional blur

of the diodes, resulting from the fast marker motion.

The PC computer equipped with the Athlon 64 X2 3800+

processor works under the Windows XP operating system.

The application was built based on the Microsoft Visual C++

6.0 development platform supported by the MultiCam library

for image acquisition using the Euresys framegrabber card.

The main tasks of the application are position and orienta-

tion measurements, velocity and acceleration estimation, and

finally implementation of the proposed system in the closed

loop.

2.3. Principle of image processing. The vision localiza-

tion system uses marker composed of LED diodes. The sin-

gle measurement uses an image from the camera which is

processed in order to determine position of the LEDs on the

image. Following that, points which represent centers of LEDs

are transformed from the image coordinate space to the phys-

ical coordinates expressed in the global coordinate frame.

In order to use the vision system as an accurate measure-

ment system, proper calibration of the camera is necessary. To

realize that usually two coordinates frames are used, namely

the external reference frame and the internal camera frame.

During the calibration procedure projection parameters are

determined, which are commonly divided into the geomet-

ric (extrinsic) parameters and optical (intrinsic) parameters

directly related to the camera [11, 12]. Extrinsic parameters

describe position and orientation of the camera frame with re-

spect to the global reference frame. They are determined from

the translation and rotation matrix which can be represented

in terms of the three Euler angles. Intrinsic camera parame-

ters consist of a focal length, the principal point describing

a position of the optical axis projection into the image space,

the skew coefficient described as an angle between image axes

and the distortion vector which includes radial and tangential

distortion coefficients.

The calibration was done in the Matlab environment us-

ing the Camera Calibration Toolbox [13] which is based on
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22 images with the chessboard-like pattern placed in different

configurations. It was assumed that tangential and the second

and the fourth order radial distortions are taken into account

for the used camera model. Besides distortion parameters,

during the calibration procedure, the principal point, the fo-

cal length and the skew coefficient were estimated. All these

parameters are used in the reprojection procedure from the

image coordinate space to the Cartesian coordinate frame.

In order to achieve the effective frequency of the localiza-

tion system and the optional control loop equal to 64 Hz, the

triple buffering method of image acquisition is used. It gives

possibility for simultaneous image acquisition while image in

the other buffer is being processed. Apart from an appropri-

ate image acquisition technique, the performance of the image

processing algorithm is essential and the average processing

time should not exceeded a period of the single image acqui-

sition from the camera.

At the first stage of the image processing the following

steps are realized: logical filtering, binarization, finding con-

nected group of pixels, recognizing three groups which con-

stitute triangle of the marker, determining centers of three

blobs representing diodes and calculating position and orien-

tation. The first three steps are combined during the single

pass of an image buffer processing. To find a bright group

of pixels representing diodes, consecutive pixels of the im-

age are compared with the brightness threshold and with the

fixed neighborhood pixels. If pixel passes the logical filter

condition, from this point procedure of finding the connected

group of pixels (ie. blob) is started and its result is stored in

the auxiliary binary image. For all found blobs their centers

are determined as an arithmetic average of the pixels coordi-

nates. Then based on geometrical relationships between ob-

tained center points triangle of the marker diodes is found –

see Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Negative of the LED blobs in the image

Considering design requirements formulated for the local-

ization system the spatial resolution, restricted to one pixel,

becomes highly not satisfactory. Hence at the second stage

of processing an effective algorithm which significantly de-

creases size of space quantization step based on luminance

image of each diode is proposed. From Fig. 3 one can see

that an image of each diode is blurred significantly in spite of

its small lighting area which should be contained in just one

pixel. For the proposed algorithm it is assumed that diodes

can be considered as light sources and their blurred image

is a consequence of low-pass filtering due to light disperse

which comes from optics aberrations and antialiasing filter1.

Hence, the image projected onto the camera sensor can be re-

garded as a result of continuous two dimensional convolution

of small spot light intensity function and low-pass unknown

filter operator. For the considered algorithm the parametric de-

scription of the low-pass filter impulse response is assumed

(alternatively one can use a nonparametric approach discussed

for example in [14]) in the form of the Gauss two-dimensional

function. It was observed that such approximation gives quite

accurately convolution results which well correspond to the

image projected on the camera sensor.

Next the camera sensor performs two-dimensional dis-

cretization of the continuous image. Accordingly one can

search for the point light source considering the continuous

luminance function defined on the sensor area. It can be real-

ized using the deconvolution operation in order to eliminate

the sampling operator and the Gauss filter operator.

Since the luminance signal provides very important infor-

mation one should be aware that the described algorithm may

provide good results only if the blurred diode image is prop-

erly quantized with respect to the dynamic range of camera

sensor. Especially sensor saturation should be avoided which

can be guaranteed by proper selection of the amplifier gain,

the lens aperture and shutter speed. In addition, one has to take

into account that the blur motion should be limited. Hence,

exposure time should be set small enough with respect to the

expecting range of the marker velocity.

In order to determine position of the light source with

high precision first, one should find the pixel where center of

the source is placed. This can be realized by searching the

pixel for which neighborhood pixels2 carry maximum ener-

gy which represents the most probability of the light source

center position. Next, dividing this pixel into m × m parts

(which means that each side of it is divided into m parts)

one can perform the numerical deconvolution with high res-

olution. As a result, the position of the diodes center can be

determined with m-higher precision in each direction. For the

implemented version of the algorithm 5 × 5 neighborhood is

used and m = 100.

2.4. Position and orientation measurement. Now we as-

sume that the position of three LEDs, placed at points P1, P2

and P3 (see Fig. 4) are represented in the inertial frame by

vectors p1, p2 and p3.

Then one can calculate the configuration of the marker as

follows

p =
1

2
(p1 + p2) (4)

and

θ = atan2 (dy, dx) + α, (5)

1In fact such assumption also covers the effect that for a real diode, the light is emitted by non zero area.
2The initial position is determined taking into account the results from the first stage of the image processing.
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where dx and dy represent coordinates of vector d given by

d = p − p3 =
1

2
(p1 + p2) − p3, (6)

where α is equal to 180 degrees according to Fig. 2.

Fig. 4. Marker using three LEDs in the inertial frame

Considering accuracy of the measurement method it is

assumed that maximum error of determination of each com-

ponent of vectors pi, where i = 1, 2, 3 in the inertial frame on

the operational area does not exceed ǫ. Calculating the total

differential with respect to Eqs. (4) and (5) one can estimate

the maximum position and orientation measurement error as

follows

|∆X |, |∆Y | ≤ ǫ ⇒ ‖∆p‖ ≤
√

2ǫ (7)

and

|∆θ| ≤ 2ǫ

‖d‖ (|sin(θ − α)| + |cos(θ − α)|) . (8)

or using more conservative bound

|∆θ| ≤ 4ǫ

a
, (9)

where a denotes the geometric base indicated by length of

two sided of isosceles triangle – see Fig. 4. According to

result (9) increasing base a results in the better orientation

accuracy measurement. This obvious implication limits the

minimum size of the marker.

3. Observer design based on Kalman filter

First suppose that the localization system provides the cur-

rent real configuration q of the marker (placed on the robot’s

body) at each time instant. Moreover, it is assumed that q is

not affected by the quantization noise. Then in order to es-

timate its velocities one can calculate the difference quotient

of the configuration as follows

q̇ ≈ 1

Ts

(qn − qn−1) , (10)

where Ts denotes sampling time and n determines the number

of samples. In practice using so called difference estimator can

be inefficient since it is extremely prone to the measurement

noise. Consider now that signal q∗ , provided by the localiza-

tion system, is significantly affected by uncertainty term δq
such that

q∗ , q + δq, (11)

where q is the real but unknown configuration. Then one can

easily prove that using the estimator given by Eq. (10) multi-

plies the standard deviation of noise by the factor 1/Ts. The

term δq is a direct consequence of quantization noise and

includes high frequency components in its spectrum. As a re-

sult the velocity estimation may lead a low signal to the noise

separation especially in the case of slow motions. Following

this observation, it is clear that the estimation of accelerations

based on this method becomes almost useless (the noise will

be amplified 1/(Ts)
2 times).

In order to improve robustness to noise the low-pass fil-

tering can be used since the noise energy is mostly located

in the high frequency spectrum range. This technique can be

used effectively only if the sampling frequency is high enough

with respect to the required bandwidth. In this case the signif-

icant oversampling is needed in order to decrease a phase lag

introduced by the low-pass filter which may be critical for the

control realization in the closed-loop because of the stability

issue. Such requirement may be difficult to satisfy as a result

of a limited camera performance and a cost increase.

The other estimation techniques include, for example, ro-

bust sliding non-smooth methods proposed by Levant [15],

Kalman filters [16], particle filtering, etc. Taking into account

that the considered process model can be described with a sat-

isfactory accuracy, the extended Kalman algorithm (EKF) was

chosen to estimate velocity and acceleration.

In the considered case, it is assumed that the input signal

q∗ is obtained by the localization system and measurement

noise indicated by δq is a vector of random variables with

mean zero values and statistical properties characterized by

the measurement covariance matrix QR ∈ R3×3.

The suitable process modeling is a key for the proper es-

timation, using the Kalman filter. It is assumed that sampling

time Ts is small with respect to the dynamics of considered

motion and the Euler forward integration method used for

discretization is sufficient.

Extending kinematics (2) by adding process dynamics and

applying the numerical integration to the overall system one

can obtain the following discrete model of the plane motion

xn = f (xn−1, un−1) = F (θn−1)xn−1 + Gun−1, (12)

where xn denotes the state such that

xn ,
[
yT

n zT
]T

, (13)

y is an output defined by Eq. (3), z , ȧ denotes jerk and

F (θn−1),





I3×3 TsΘ (θn−1) 03×3 03×3

03×3 I3×3 TsI3×3 03×3

03×3 03×3 I3×3 TsI3×3

03×3 03×3 03×3 I3×3




∈R12×12

(14)
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is the process matrix which depends on orientation θn−1 de-

termined in the previous step, with identity matrix Ik×k ∈
Rk×k and zero matrix 0k×k ∈ Rk×k,

G ,

[
03×3 03×3 03×3 I3×3

]T

∈ R12×3 (15)

is an input matrix and u , ż ∈ R3 denotes input signal in the

form of time derivative of jerk described in the local frame

of the marker.

The input signal u is not measured and its value is un-

known. Hence, we assume that u can be considered as a vec-

tor of random variables. Moreover, in order to include some

uncertainties in the model which result from discretization

and jitter introduced by small fluctuations of sampling time

the process noise is added also to other variables. Summa-

rizing the process noise is modeled as the vector w ∈ R12,

describing noise with the zero mean value, i.e. E(w) = 0

and process covariance matrix QM ∈ R12×12. As a result

Eq. (12) can be rewritten into the following form

xn = f (xn−1, wn−1) = F (θn−1)xn−1 +QMwn−1. (16)

It should be emphasized that the most significant difficulty

comes from the determination of the covariance matrix QM .

In general in many cases it is chosen based on the trails and

errors method [17]. In the considered case one can suppose

that matrix QM is diagonal such that

QM , diag {QMq, QMv, QMa, QMz} , (17)

with QMξ ∈ R3×3 (for ξ ∈ {q, v, a, z}) denoting covariance

matrices with respect to coordinates, velocities, accelerations

and jerks, respectively. Taking into account that input u is

unknown, the matrix QMz should have predominant coeffi-

cients. Moreover, assuming that the marker is placed on the

robot, one can also consider the different dynamics for angle

and linear motions during a selection of matrix QMz .

The reference model, given by Eq. (16), is nonlinear be-

cause of nonlinear velocity mapping from the inertial to the

local moving frame. In order to cope with nonlinearity one

can consider the extended Kalman filter and define linearized

reference process as

xn ≈ Axn−1, (18)

where

A ,
∂f

∂xn−1

∣∣∣∣
xn−1=bxn−1

is the Jacobian matrix. According to Eq. (11) the measurement

can be described as follows

q∗ = Cx + δq (19)

where C , [I3×3 03×9]
T ∈ R3×12.

The realization of the Kalman recursive algorithm is clas-

sical and consists of prediction and next correction substeps.

The details can be found for example in [16, 17]. After the

realization of one complete step of the EFK algorithm one

obtains estimates x̂ and ŷn defined by Eq. (3) which contain

an estimation of coordinates, velocities and accelerations.

4. Experimental research

4.1. Introduction. The experimental testbed consists of the

system described in Subsec. 2.2. Taking into account the res-

olution of CCD sensor the base relative accuracy is 1/658 ≈
1.52 · 10−3 and considering coefficient scale one can ob-

tain that one pixel size corresponds to the square area about

3 × 3 mm.

4.2. Configuration measurement in a static case. During

this experiment the marker was fixed to the rotating wheel

with axis parallel to the optic axis of the camera presented in

Fig. 5. The wheel was used in order to set the desired orien-

tation of the marker from 0 to 90 deg with step 15 deg. Then

for each selected marker the steady posture series of 4,000

samples were recorded. For each series the mean value of

vector coordinates was calculated and the deviation from the

mean value was determined. Considering all data (including

28,000 samples) statistics were examined and normalized his-

togram illustrating discrete density functions determined for

each coordinates were calculated (see Fig. 6). Accordingly,

for each random variable the standard deviation was calculat-

ed and the corresponding continuous density function based

on the Gaussian distribution was plotted. As one can see from

Fig. 6 distributions, calculated from the experimental data, are

quite different from corresponding Gaussian distributions. In

particular some holes in histogram of the data describing po-

sition appear due to imperfect deconvolution during the image

processing. It is a result of the assumed low-pass filter approx-

imation using the Gaussian function (note that the histogram

is affected by sinx/x function).

Fig. 5. Experimental setup for static and dynamic accuracy evalua-

tion

According to performed data analysis one can estimate

the static local accuracy3. The relative position error δp is

calculated with respect to the width of the CCD sensor and it

is independent on the coefficient scale within quite wide range.

3The real accuracy in whole coordinate space is obviously worse as a result of non ideal camera calibration.
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a) Position deviation in X-axis

b) Position deviation in Y -axis

c) Angle deviation

Fig. 6. Probability density functions for static case: histogram (–),

corresponding Gaussian function (– –)

The increase of the relative error can be observed for small

coefficient scale since image of the LEDs does not corre-

spond to the marker model assumed in the image processing

procedure. On the other hand, for the large coefficient scale

magnitude of the light intensity function decreases. The rel-

ative orientation error is obtained for the particular case of

marker and the optical system geometry with respect to the

round angle (2π rad). However, it is significantly dependent

on the coefficient scale. In order to get quantitative description

the following formula is used

δθ (a) ,
1

a
δθ, (20)

where

a , a#/w#

is relative length with a# is size of the marker expressed

in pixels while w# is the horizontal resolution (in this case

w# = 658), δθ is normalized relative orientation error deter-

mined as follows

δθ , a0δθ ≈ 1.9 · 10−5, (21)

where

a0 =
43

658
and δθ = 2.8 · 10−4

are determined based on experimental results.

Comparing results given in Table 1 one can conclude that

the subpixel resolution allows to increase the accuracy 60

times with respect to the standard pixel case. From theo-

retical considerations it follows that the increase should be

even higher and should reach 100 (each pixel is divided into

100 × 100 parts) but it is limited due to the simplification in

the algorithm and some unmodeled phenomena.

Table 1

Absolute and relative local accuracy in the static case

Absolute position error ∆p < 0.05 mm

Absolute orientation error ∆θ < 0.1 deg

Relative position error δp < 2.3 · 10−5

Relative orientation error δθ < 2.8 · 10−4

4.3. Configuration measurement in a dynamic case. The

experimental setup used for the dynamic case is the same as

in the static case. Initially the wheel with fixed marker was

set rotated by hand and next the marker motion was record-

ed with sample time Ts = 1/64 s. The angular velocity of

the wheel slowly decreased as a result of a resistive torque

appearing in the wheel bearing.

Taking into the account the error analysis it was assumed

that the noise signal mostly occupies the higher part of fre-

quency spectrum. In turn, the useful signal related to the mark-

er motion are located within the low frequency range. Hence,

one can separate noise signal using the high-pass filtering. In

the considered case the high-pass 10th order discrete Butter-

worth filter with cut-off frequency fc = 0.05/Ts = 3.2 Hz

was used. The high-pass filtered coordinates are denoted as

θf , Xf , and Y f .
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a) Position deviation in X-axis

b) Position deviation in Y -axis

c) Angle error

Fig. 7. Probability density functions for dynamic case: histogram (–),

corresponding Gaussian function (– –)

In Fig. 7 discrete density functions determined for the

filtered coordinate signals with corresponding Gaussian dis-

tributions are shown. As one can see each coordinate statistics

distribution of the measured data is quite similar to the nor-

mal distribution. The standard deviations were increased with

respect to ones obtained for static case about 4 times. More-

over, it was observed that the accuracy in the dynamic case

is almost the same within quite high range of the marker ve-

locity (however different from zero). The worse accuracy in

the dynamic case comes from the camera clock phase chang-

ing, namely jitter and other phenomena related to CCD matrix

properties.

From the measurement data the covariance matrix QR

was calculated and next it was used as a parameter of the

EKF algorithm. The covariance matrix QM was chosen based

on the trials and errors method according to the observations

of filtering results. Finally, it was assumed that Qq = Qv =
Qa = 03×3 and Qz = diag{10, 0.1, 0.1} · Ts. In Fig. 9 and

Fig. 8 the results of estimation using two alternative method

a) Estimates for higher velocity

b) Estimates for lower velocity

Fig. 8. Estimated velocity ω by difference estimator (ωd) and

EKF (bω)
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a) Estimates for higher velocity

b) Estimates for lower velocity

Fig. 9. Estimated velocity vx by difference estimator (vd
x) and

EKF (bvx)

based on the difference estimator and EKF were compared.

The advantage of the EKF is clear – the noise in veloci-

ty signal is significantly reduced. The instantaneous changes

in velocity results from non stationary motion of the wheel

– as a result of non zero gravitational torque velocity sig-

nificantly fluctuates (in particular this can be observed for

low velocities when kinetic energy of the wheel becomes

small).

The estimation of accelerations also gives relatively good

results. In Fig. 10 one can see that the noise is not predom-

inant over a pure acceleration signal. A better result is quite

difficult to achieve without affecting the resultant bandwidth

of the measurement system.

a) Estimate of angular acceleration

b) Estimate of linear acceleration

Fig. 10. Estimated accelerations

4.4. Example of application. Control algorithm descrip-

tion. In order to illustrate the usefulness of the overall

measurement system velocity tracking the control problem

for the wheeled skid-steering mobile robot (SSMR) is in-

vestigated. The SSMR is an an example of underactuat-

ed mechanical system with nonintegrable lateral dynamics
4. Here we take into account a typical mechanical struc-

ture of the four-wheel driving mechanism, namely each

pair of wheels with the same radius on the left and right

side of the vehicle is mechanically coupled, as shown in

Fig. 12. Hence, one can use angular velocities of left

and right wheels as the following kinematic control in-

put

uω , [ωL ωR]
T ∈ R2. (22)

The control problem considered in this Sec. can be formulated

as follows:

4In this case the lateral velocity vy is treated as a bounded disturbance and is not taken into account directly.
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Problem 1. Assuming that vxr(t) and ωr(t) are bounded and

time continuous reference velocities of the robot’s body find

bounded wheels velocities ωL(t) and ωR(t) such that the ve-

locity tracking error

η̃(t) ,

[
ω(t)

vx(t)

]
−

[
ωr(t)

vxr(t)

]
(23)

satisfies
lim

t→∞

‖η̃(t)‖ ≤ c, (24)

for bounded slip/skid conditions, where c > 0 is a scalar

constant.

Comparing the geometry of SSMR with respect to the

geometry of the classical two-wheeled nonholonomic robot

one can introduce the following virtual velocities ωt and vt

[
ωt vt

x

]T

= Puω, (25)

where

P ,




−r

c

r

c
r

2

r

2



 ∈ R2×2, (26)

with r and c denoting radius of the wheels and the distance

between left and right wheels, respectively. In order to con-

sider the additive slip disturbance one can introduce resulting

angular and longitudinal slip functions

sω ,
ωt − ω

ωt
and sv ,

vt − vx

vt
. (27)

Then measuring velocities ω, vx, ωL and ωL one can calcu-

late slip functions assuming that ωt and vt 6= 0. Additional-

ly, in order to improve the slip estimation robustness to the

measurement noise low-pass filtering, the dead zone and the

saturation procedure are used. The discrete version of the al-

gorithm with respect to the angular slip estimation is given

as follows

S1 if |ωt(n − 1)| > ǫ go to step S2, otherwise go to step S6

S2 calculate the current value of ωt(n) from data coming from

the measurement system based on Eq. (27)

S3 sω(n) :=
Ts

T
ωt(n) +

(
1 − Ts

T

)
sω(n − 1)

S4 if sω(n) > sω let sω(n) := sω

S5 if sω(n) < sω let sω(n) := sω

S6 sω(n − 1) := sω(n)
S7 ŝω := sω(n − 1)

For the proposed algorithm ǫ > 0 is a constant, T > 0 denotes

filter constant, Ts is the sample time, n determines number of

sample and sω and sω are assumed upper and lower bounds

of ŝω, respectively. Initially one can assume sω(n − 1) := 0.

The slip function ŝv can be estimated in a similar way.

Now using slip estimates ŝω and ŝv the following control

solution can be proposed:

Proposition 1. Assuming that slip functions are slow time-

varying5 and bounded such that ŝω and ŝv < 1 the following

kinematic control law

uω = P−1




(1 − ŝω)

−1
ωr

(1 − ŝv)
−1

vxr



 (28)

satisfies control objective given by relationship (24).

In practical implementation the wheels velocity uω can be

regarded as the desired input dependent on current estimates

of slip for on-board motor controllers. The structure of the

control system is presented in Fig. 11. The algorithm gives

possibility to control motors with relatively high sampling

rate6 and significantly improved performance of the velocity

tracking in the presence of the limited, bounded and slow-time

varying wheel slip.

Fig. 11. Structure of the control system for SSMR with velocity and

slip estimators

Experimental setup. During experiments the mobile robot

platform MMS with the skid-steering four wheel drive [18]

was used with the LED marker placed on it – see Fig. 12. The

robot can exchange data with PC computer via the low-latency

and fast radio module using the CC2400 chip connected to PC

by the serial interface RS232 with the speed 115.2 kb/s. The

onboard PID controllers with feedforward term are responsi-

ble for the accurate velocity control of the wheels and work

with frequency 1 kHz. The high control feedback is realized

with frequency 64 Hz and takes advantage of the described

measurement system. Based on the algorithm given in this

section slip functions are calculated by PC and then they are

sent together with the desired angular ωr and longitudinal vr

velocities to the robot controller. It is assumed that the filter

constant T = 0.15 s and estimated slip functions must be in

the interval [−0.2, 0.7] in order to increase robustness of an

estimation of lower velocities. The experiment was conducted

for eight like shape trajectory given as
[
Xr(t)

Yr(t)

]
=

[
0.25 sin(0.45t)

0.25 sin(0.9t)

]
, (29)

5This assumption can be justified especially for the steady-state slip condition.
6It can be easily realized, for example, using high resolution incremental encoders in order to measure wheels velocities.
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where t denotes time. The reference orientation is calculated

based on unicycle-like kinematics and satisfies

θr = atan2
(
Ẏr, Ẋr

)
. (30)

Fig. 12. Experimental mobile robot SSMR MMS with the marker

In spite of that reference coordinates are not taken into ac-

count during control (only slip compensation is considered)

they are used for reference velocity calculations. For simplici-

ty the lateral velocity is not considered (it cannot be compen-

sated since according to [19] it is an unmatched perturbation).

In turn angular and linear velocities satisfy

ωr , θ̇r and vr , cos θrẊr + sin θrẎr. (31)

The experiments were conducted for two cases. For the

first case, no slip compensation was used, namely the robot’s

velocity was estimated based on relationship (25). As one

can see from Fig. 13 the velocity tracking is not accurate.

In particular (see Fig. 13a) the angular velocity ω does not

correspond to the desire signal ωr in the range of higher val-

ues when a significant slip appears. The error tracking for the

longitudinal velocity is smaller – see Fig. 13b. Comparing

Figs. 13c and 13a) one can conclude that the lateral velocity

components vy appears when magnitudes of ω increase [20].

As a result of not accurate velocity tracking, the resultant

path of the robot is far from the theoretical path as can be

seen from Fig. 13d. Hence, the localization method based on

odometry for SSMR is highly limited.

a) Angular velocity: estimated bω (–)

and desired ωr (– –)

b) Longitudinal velocity: estimated bvx (–)

and desired vr (– –)

c) Estimated lateral velocity bvy d) Reference (– –) and obtained position path (–)

Fig. 13. Velocity tracking without slip observer using the described measurement and control system
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Using a slip compensation gives possibility to significant-

ly improve the control performance and the velocity tracking

accuracy. Such evident improvements can be observed from

Figs. 14a and 14b in particular with respect to the angular ve-

locity. The time plot of lateral velocity presented in Fig. 14c

shows that magnitude of vy does not exceed 0.06 m/s. As

a) Angular velocity: estimated bω (–)

and desired ωr (– –)

b) Longitudinal velocity: estimated bvx (–)

and desired vr (– –)

c) Estimated lateral velocity bvy d) Reference (– –) and obtained position path (–)

e) Slip functions estimates bsω and bsv
f) Angular and reference accelerations:

estimated baω,bax (in grey) and desired ω̇r, v̇r (–)

Fig. 14. Velocity tracking with slip observer using the described measurement and control system
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a result of more accurate velocity tracking the path of the

robot becomes closer to the reference path as illustrated in

Fig. 14d. The slip functions are presented in Fig. 14e – their

values fluctuate rapidly in the range of low velocities (there-

fore they are saturated). The angular slip is significantly higher

but its average does not exceed 0.2. Additionally, in Fig. 14f

estimated accelerations are compared with reference ones. As

one can see, the quality of the acceleration estimation provid-

ed by the described measurement system gives astonishingly

good results.

To get the quantitative comparison of experimental results,

the following integral performance indexes were calculated

Iω ,
1

TH

√√√√√
TH∫

0

(ω (t) − ωr (t))
2
dt (32)

and

Ivx ,
1

TH

√√√√√
TH∫

0

(vx (t) − vr (t))
2
dt, (33)

where TH denotes time horizon. For TH = 30 s using slip

compensation the integral performance indexes are decreased

from

Iω = 0.0676 and Ivx = 0.0048

to

Iω = 0.0325 and Ivx = 0.004,

respectively.

5. Concluding remarks

In this paper the localization system based on vision system

taking advantage of the subpixel image analysis is described.

It is designed for the robot posture measurement as well as for

velocity and acceleration estimation in the case of the planar

motion. Conducted experiments show good quality of the po-

sition and orientation measurement which are the base for the

accurate estimation of velocity and acceleration. Usefulness

of the localization system with Kalman estimator is illustrated

by the example application for the control problem of the skid-

steering mobile robot. In this case some data fusion, based on

the odometry and vision subsystems working with different

frequencies, were also proposed for skid/slip compensation.

Although the accuracy of the measurement system is indeed

satisfactory we believe that using faster CCD sensor and the

real-time operating system it is possible to obtain even better

results in control.

Moreover, one can improve the overall sensor system by

using additional inertial sensors in the form of accelerometers

and gyros mounted on the robot’s chassis (cf. [21]). In partic-

ular it should improve the bandwidth of the observer which

is critical for the control application. The main drawback of

this solution is an increase of technical and computational re-

quirements (for example the algorithm should be calculated

by real-time system like DSP, bias of the sensors should be

taken into account in the process model).

The presented algorithms can be implemented with a cam-

era placed on the moving vehicle. Such a solution gives pos-

sibility to extend scope of the localization system also in the

real environment, however, finally it may lead to more com-

plicated and less accurate measurement system.
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